s ince at least 1996, when an international strategy Meeting on human genome sequencing adopted the bermuda principles, asserting that "all human genomic sequence information, generated by centres funded for large-scale human sequencing, should be freely available and in the public domain," 2 a number of academic disciplines have discovered the benefits of open access to scholarly writing, both for individual authors and for scholarship itself. early in the twenty-first century, a flurry of major statements on open access were adopted by various organizations, including the budapest initiative by the open society institute, the bethesda statement from the howard hughes Medical institute, and the berlin Declaration adopted by the Max planck institute and others. each of these statements calls for more openness for scholarship, particularly where there is a high potential for social benefit if the research is made available quickly and freely, or where the research is actually funded by public money.
it is notable, and perhaps not surprising, that all of these declarations about open access are addressed to researchers in the hard sciences. There can be little doubt that the humanities disciplines have lagged far behind in the movement toward open access to scholarship. The purpose of this essay, therefore, is first to consider the benefits of open access with special attention to those benefits that are not exclusive to scientists and scientific research. next, we will look at some characteristics of theological studies 6 as a discipline that may contribute to a reluctance to embrace open access, as well as characteristics that make open access especially compelling for theological studies.
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Open Access AcrOss the disciplines
Throughout this essay, we will take open access to mean, primarily, free online availability of peer-reviewed journal articles, whether accomplished through a publisher's "author pays" open access option or by author self-archiving at some point in the process of submission and publication. The following discussion of the benefits of open access is therefore focused on such peer-reviewed journal articles; other varieties of open access, such as pre-print archiving and online versions of theses, dissertations and monographs, must remain outside the scope of the present argument.
The benefit of open access to individual scholars can be broadly summarized as increased impact for their work on their chosen field. Most obviously, open access to scholarship increases the number of people who can see a work, and it makes the work available to that larger number of readers much more quickly than traditional publication can do. even the online publication option provided by many larger journal publishers cannot get articles online as quickly as an individual author can if she "self archives" her final manuscript of a peer reviewed article immediately after submission.
it is hardly surprising that an increase in the number of "eyeballs" that can view an article increases the citation rate and, therefore, the impact factor for open access articles. This citation advantage has been well documented; the foundational study is probably that by gunther eysenbach , which was published in 2006 in PLoS Biology, perhaps the most prestigious open access journal in that discipline. subsequent articles have confirmed an increased rate of citation for open access journal articles, although they have debated the cause. some maintain that the absence of toll barriers (subscription costs) is the primary cause, while others support ease of access.
9 There is also a school of thought that asserts that authors of high-quality articles are more likely to decide to make their articles available in open access, and that that higher quality, rather than openness, is the cause of the citation advantage.
10 regardless of the reason, however, it is clear that open access does offer benefits to authors in terms of a higher citation rate and greater impact. in fact, PLoS Biology, an open access journal from the public library of science, has become a top-tier journal in its field with an impact factor of 1.. one argument that might be made against the influence of open access journals is the relative lack of indexing that they receive. librarians have become accustomed to evaluating journals based, in part, on the availability of reliable indexing. however, one of the changes our profession must face is that indexing is increasingly unimportant for most scholarly research. The days when scholars searched subject indexes for relevant articles have been replaced by an increased dependence on search tools such as google scholar. The high impact factor of some open access journals indicates that it is now at least as important for a scholarly work to be easy to find through an internet search as it is for it to be indexed in subject databases.
it is more difficult to quantify the impact of open access on scholarship as a whole rather than on individual scholars, but that impact is still quite clear. at an open access Day event held at Duke University in 200, for example, student and cancer survivor Josh sommer told a compelling story about the ability of the foundation he established for research into his disease to make contact with other researchers, whose work was identified using the open access pubMed central digital archive and who often did not realize the relevance of their research on other forms of cancer to the process of finding treatments for chordoma. 12 More generally, the ability to link between various research works, from a research article to the data that supports it, and even from a work of textual criticism into the text being analyzed is an advantage that is simply unavailable for traditionally published articles. even articles in an online proprietary database, such as those provided by publishers, are seldom available for the "crawling" that is necessary to create hyperlinks. Yet, as professor James boyle said at that same Duke open access event, when it comes to furthering the progress of science, "it's the links, stupid!" in a recent interview, open science Director John Wilbanks makes the same point; as the interviewer notes, "he [Wilbanks] wants to see these tools embedded into research papers-so if a reader of an open access paper wants more detailed information on, say, a cell line, they should be able to click on a link and pull up information from a remote database." 1 again, the fact that these admonitions focus on the sciences should not startle us. The time value of scientific research makes it an obvious "early adopter" for open access. The development of the arXiv e-print server in physics, math, and computer science is perhaps the earliest large-scale open access project within a major academic discipline, at well over fifteen years old. 1 in biomedical research, the need to expedite the worldwide delivery of critical information has led those who fund the research to direct that articles written with their support be made publicly accessible. The mandate for such access imposed on the national institute of health in 200 is the first such mandate in the United states, 1 but it follows a large number of examples from elsewhere in the world. Why have law schools made this move before other professional schools or social science disciplines? it is surely the result of the unusual conditions that prevail for publishing legal academic writing. law journals, the major venue for legal scholarship, are student run, with all of the editorial work done by the top students in each school. one result of this unique structure is that profit is far less a motivating factor in legal publishing than in any other field. also, peer review is accomplished through a more informal process; scholars circulate their works to a network of colleagues before submitting them to law reviews to be sure their work meets the appropriate scholarly standards. This aspect of legal scholarship could also account for the rapid adoption of blogging as an outlet for more informal scholarship;
19 since law professors are already accustomed to a less formal type of peer review, the rough-and-tumble world of blogs does not seem as foreign.
WhAt mAkes theOlOgicAl studies different?
if conditions within a certain discipline can so dramatically impact the adoption or rejection of open access to scholarship, as seems to be the case from our examination of law and the hard sciences, an obvious question presents itself. What can the prevailing conditions for scholarship in theological studies tell us about the obstacles and opportunities for open access to the output of that discipline? one thing that might make theological studies different is that it has not felt the impact of the pricing crisis in journal literature as acutely as have many scientific fields. according to a recent study, the average price per title in 2006 for journal literature in chemistry was $2. 20 in physics the cost was $20, while in biology it was "only" $1.
21 in philosophy and religion, which is the category used that is closest to theological studies, the average price per title, by contrast, was $11. 22 The general trend that has seen journal prices grow by -9 percent each year, 2 a growth rate much higher than either inflation or the growth of academic library budgets, has lead to cancellations in theology, of course. however, the impact has been far less intense, so scholars and librarians have felt a lesser need to respond by turning to open access. nevertheless, theological libraries have felt some significant "sticker shocks," usually when a journal that had been published by a scholarly society has been sold to a large commercial publisher. Those dramatic and sudden increases suggest that the pricing crisis must soon make itself felt across all disciplines.
another difference in the field of theological studies that may slow the adoption of open access is the generally different set of expectations placed on faculty in this area. For one thing, journal publication is not as heavily emphasized. Many theological institutions place a greater weight on teaching and service as criteria for promotion and tenure than is the norm in other fields, although those values are universally acknowledged in the academy. also, monographic publications are still more highly prized in the humanities in general than they are in the sciences, where the time delay in publishing a book seems unacceptably long to many researchers.
Finally, there are a couple of differences in attitude discernible amongst theological faculty that also may be obstacles to open access publication. First is the concern that an important idea, once distributed widely, may cease to be the "property" of the original author. This fear of misappropriation, or outright plagiarism, may actually be alleviated by open access rather than exacerbated by it, since open access associates an author's name with her work in a far more public way than traditional publication can.
2 The other problem of perception that may plague open access to theological scholarship is the idea that scholarship is directed at only a small number of expert researchers within a given specialty, and that all the people "who matter" are going to see the works that will interest them. There are two reasons this assumption must be disputed. First, the crisis in journal pricing discussed above makes it increasingly less likely that even the small number of experts in a highly specialized subfield will have access to all of the journals in which relevant scholarship might be published. To cite just one more statistic in this regard, in the United states the percentage price increase for journals listed in the arts and humanities citation index between 2002 and 2006 was over 0 percent. 2 The need to cancel library journal subscriptions makes it unlikely that, even in relatively inexpensive fields like theological studies, access for all interested parties can be assured. This inability to insure access for all brings us to the other reason we can no longer rely on traditional methods of distributing scholarship, and it is a reason unique, perhaps, to theological studies: the study of theology, carried on as it is from within a religious tradition and with the aim of supporting and fostering that tradition, includes a missionary impulse that no other academic discipline feels in quite the same way. To be sure, scientists and lawyers want their work to be seen by as many people as possible, which is why they adopt open access. but theological scholars write for a public that is broader than a particular academic discipline; they write for a "church universal." pastors are trained and sermons are preached throughout the world, so the works of biblical scholars and theologians have an audience well beyond the subscription list of any journal. Whereas a researcher studying a particular genetic abnormality may really know the names of everyone else capable of understanding her work, a theological scholar cannot possibly know about all of the people whose teaching, preaching, and faith journey could be impacted by her article, except in the most abstract sense. Yet all of those people are the true and legitimate audience for theological scholarship.
Theological scholars and librarians have long acknowledged this call to spread scholarship around the world, especially to serve the needs of churches and seminaries in the developing world; numerous efforts to share scholarship have been established over the years. at the low-tech end of the spectrum are the many efforts to collect monographs and journal runs that can be shipped to seminaries overseas; the Theological book network, inc. is one of the oldest and best-established of such programs, dedicated, as its mission statement says, "[t]o provid [ing] quality academic books and journals to the libraries of seminaries, colleges and universities in africa, asia, eastern europe, latin america and the Middle east that provide theological training toward the development of leaders, teachers and clergy in the christian church." 26 indeed, Tbn's slogan, "converting eXcess in our world to access in the rest of the world," 2 could stand as an epigraphic summary of the argument for open access to theological scholarship.
The opportunities presented by the online environment have not been ignored in this effort to equip the world for ministry. The american Theological library association, for example, has taken the initiative to convert its print "research in Ministry" product into a free online database in which the practical research done by candidates for the Doctor of Ministry degree is made available to all.
2 The immensely useful Wabash center for Teaching and learning in Theology and religion "internet guide to religion" aggregates thousands of links to Web resources and includes searchable categories for online reference works, articles and essays, and books and journals. 29 The category of "online journal" alone lists 110 results, although not all of them are fully available as open access resources.
0 a list that is strictly limited to open access is the Directory of open access Journals, which links to oa journals in religion (which is probably a somewhat broader category than theological studies) as well as five on the bible. 1 so it is clearly the case that the field of theological studies has not neglected the opportunities that the internet offers for dissemination of scholarship. nevertheless, it is still true that the majority of what is arguably the most important scholarship in this field, the scholarship, to be frank, upon which professors rely to build their reputations and gain tenure, is published exclusively in journals that are available, in print and online, only behind toll barriers. although these barriers are lower than those found in many other disciplines, 2 the broad audience for this scholarship in the developing world suggests that even a very low barrier may be insurmountable for many.
hOW cAn librAries suppOrt Open Access tO theOlOgicAl studies?
From its inception the open access movement in every discipline has required the support of libraries and similar organizations; the arXiv database discussed above, for example, began its life at the los alamos national laboratories and now resides at the cornell University libraries.
so any call for open access to theological scholarship must begin with the libraries, the library associations, and the other professional organizations that support the discipline. it is to the respective roles of these groups that we now turn, beginning with that of theological libraries.
The first step in developing open access to scholarship requires copyright management on the part of individual scholars, and this is a point at which theological librarians have an especially important role, both because they work with individual authors on a daily basis and because librarians are perceived, whether correctly or not, as copyright experts. helping authors manage their copyright, negotiate publication contracts, and license their work for oa distribution is a role that will very often, and for good reason, fall to the librarians at the institutions where the scholars work.
The initial task here is to make faculty members aware of their copyrights. Many faculty authors do not even realize that they own a copyright in their own work from the moment it is fixed in tangible form; they often recall an earlier time when federal copyright protection depended on publication with a copyright notice. That rule changed in 19, when the new 196 copyright act took effect and established that protection was automatic and vested immediately in the author of any protectable work, whether published or not.
by 19, the United states dropped even the requirement that published works carry a copyright notice; the presumption of copyright protection thus became virtually universal.
This has not been a particularly positive change for scholarship and other creative endeavors, 6 but it has had the effect of placing copyright, initially at least, in the hands of scholarly authors themselves, so that they have the opportunity to manage what is, after all, probably their most valuable asset.
once faculty authors understand that they hold copyright and can therefore make decisions about how their works will be distributed and used, the next task is to help them negotiate publication contracts. it is not the suggestion of this article, nor is it in the best interests of scholarship, that authors should forego traditional publication and move directly to individually managed open access. both open access journals, including this one, and traditional publication followed by self-archiving in an open access repository, preserve the peer-review structure that has become so important to academic promotion and tenure. it is vitally important that faculty authors understand see paul ginsburg's september 1996 update recounting some of the history of arXiv at http://people.ccmr.cornell.edu/~ginsparg/ blurb/sep96news.html. that they need not abandon the benefits of this structure in order to share their work in open access form. instead, they can either publish their work in an existing peer-reviewed open access journal or, more commonly, retain in their publication agreements the right to make their work available on the web and then do so, whether on a personal web page, an institutional repository, or a disciplinary archive.
it is becoming much more common for publishers, even though they usually require a copyright transfer from authors, to allow those authors to retain certain rights, including the right to archive their work in some form and at some point in the process of dissemination. The sherpa roMeo (rights Metadata for open archiving) database is a fundamental tool for tracking the policies of various journal publishers in this regard, and it includes many theological journals. by reading their publication contracts carefully, and perhaps using the roMeo database to understand the publisher policies, librarians can help authors determine if, and under what conditions, they are entitled to make their work available in open access.
When a contract does not make this clear at the start, it is perfectly possible for authors to negotiate with publishers to amend those contracts to include self-archiving rights. The various authors' addenda that have been adopted by several different organizations 9 exist to serve either as added contractual terms or as heuristic devices to help authors begin an appropriate conversation about making needed changes to an existing contract. it is not unusual for a publisher to reject an attempt to add an addendum to a contract, pleading that it cannot manage a variety of contracts, but to accept similar provisions when they are treated as small amendments to the standard form of agreement. here again librarians can be of significant aid, since they are familiar with intellectual property licensing from their work obtaining access to digital resources; the process of understanding and negotiating a publication contract is merely a variation on this activity, and faculty authors need to be able to look to the experience of librarians for assistance.
once an author has published her article and is confident that she has retained the rights needed to make it available in open access form, there are three other issues about which librarians can provide information and direction-infrastructure for self-archiving, types of assistance available with the technical progress of archiving, and options for licensing the work so that it will be useful to downstream readers. about the first of these issues, most comment is best reserved for our discussion of the role of consortia and professional associations, for reasons that i hope will be clear at that point. but it is important to point out that librarians can support a fundamental library value by encouraging scholars to take steps to ensure that their work will be easy to find once it is available online and in open access form. User access is not guaranteed just because something is on the Web, as librarians know better than most; it must be easy to find the resource using the most common search strategies. The use of a digital object identifier (Doi), 0 is one way in which an author, or the librarian who is assisting her, can ensure that her work will have a stable locator. other steps can be taken to facilitate "crawling" by google scholar. 1 access the roMeo database at http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/. For a model of a journal publication contract that permits an author to retain the rights necessary for self-archiving, see the sample from Duke University press at http://library.duke.edu/blogs/scholcomm/wp-content/uploads/200/02/dukepubk.pdf 9 as examples, see the authors' addenda recommended by the scholarly resources & academic resources coalition (sparc) at http://www.arl.org/sparc/author/addendum.shtml and the one adopted by the committee on institutional cooperation at http:// www.lib.umn.edu/scholcom/cicauthorsrights.pdf.
The second issue involves the types of service an individual library will provide to assist authors in self-archiving their work in an available repository. Many studies have found that "a strong service emphasis that takes a proactive approach in working with researchers to solve their information management problems" is a key aspect to the success of any repository. 2 This includes helping authors identify potential content and manage intellectual property rights, but also providing technological support for the ingestion and "tagging" of content. it is important to note here that the creation of accurate, complete, and consistent metadata is an important role for librarians in developing an institutional repository, and it is one that is likely to persist, since even automated or author-entered metadata systems are likely to need professional, human oversight to ensure adequacy.
The final issue that librarians can help address with faculty authors is the nature of the uses that will be allowed "downstream" as scholarly content is made available to a broader audience in digital form. This too is familiar ground for librarians, who deal with licenses for content on a regular basis, and frequently have to try and reconcile the terms of such licenses with the expectations and needs of users. This is an ideal opportunity to discuss with faculty the benefits and risks of making their work available without any license, and so keeping it under the strict protection of copyright law, creating an "in-house" license that will specify permissible uses, or using the creative commons licensing scheme.
The advantages of using creative commons licenses are numerous. First, they are fairly widely recognized around the world; there are literally millions of cc licensed objects found on the internet. second, they have some history of interpretation in the courts, so it is possible to predict, at least to a degree, how they will be enforced.
6 Finally, as was noted above, because a standard term of most creative commons licenses is the requirement that attribution be given to the author/creator of a licensed work, a cc license actually protects academic values better than U.s. copyright law does. Unlike most of the world, the United states does not recognize a "moral" right of attribution for copyright holders, except for a small subset of visual artists.
9 Yet attribution is the principle need for most scholarly authors, since they write for reputation and impact more often than for monetary reward. The creative commons licenses use copyright ownership to leverage attribution, even as they permit a broad and flexible range of reuses of licensed content.
2 carole palmer, lauren Teffeau, and Mark newton, Identifying Factors of Success in CIC Institutional Repository Development: Final Report, center for informatics research in science and scholarship, University of illinois at Urbana champaign, 200, p. 10. also available online at http://www.cic.net/libraries/reports/palmeretalMellonreport.sflb. here it is helpful to note that a "home-grown" license offers the most flexibility, since it can be adjusted to meet the demands of each specific scholarly author, but also increases the risk that the license will be misunderstood or ignored by users. 0 Thus it is clear that most theological scholarship is carried out in small communities, yet the task of building an open access culture, much less an infrastructure to support open access, is a big job indeed. how, then, is the necessary scale for open access to theological scholarship to be achieved? The answer must be that leadership will be the responsibility of consortial organizations and professional associations. These organizations are undoubtedly animated by the same impulse to serve a world-wide community, as is part of the mission of their constituent members; the aTs itself expresses its mission as "promot[ing] the improvement and enhancement of theological schools to the benefit of communities of faith and the broader public." 1 surely this could logically include helping to make scholarship more widely available to those faith communities. likewise, the american Theological library association (aTla) states that one of its undertakings in support of its mission is "to stimulate purposeful collaboration among librarians of theological libraries and religious studies collections; and to develop programmatic solutions to information-related problems common to those librarians and collections." The aTla supports a special committee responsible for international collaboration and maintains numerous contacts with like-minded organizations around the world.
These commitments to world-wide communities and to solving problems of information access make the professional organizations a logical place to look for support of open access initiatives.
it may be important, however, to sort out what kind of support can best be sought from which consortia or association. consider the issue of author rights and copyright management. in one sense, advocacy for managing rights in a way that allows for more open access will usually fall to librarians at individual institutions since they are readily available and are most likely to be the ones to whom inquiries about copyright and publication contracts are directed. This task would be made much easier if the professional organizations to which theological scholars belong, primarily the american academy of religion and the society for biblical literature, could be convinced to adopt resolutions in favor of open access to theological scholarship or even to recommend author addenda. There is considerable precedent for such resolutions; in 2001, for example, the international Mathematical Union "endors [ed] open access as a goal for all mathematical literature." 6 such an endorsement from theological scholars, especially if accompanied by resources to facilitate copyright management, would go a long way to ease the burden that might otherwise fall on librarians and other administrators at individual institutions. since many theological librarians are also members of these organizations, a potential voice for such action already exists. support for collective action on this issue builds all the time; the recent report from the association of american Universities, the association of research libraries, the coalition for networked information, and the national association of state Universities and land-grant colleges, "The University's role in the Dissemination of research and scholarship-a call to action," includes as its primary recommendation that "campuses should initiate discussions involving administration and faculty about modifying current practices and/or its intellectual property policies such that the university retains a set of rights sufficient to ensure that broad dissemination of the research and scholarly work produced by its faculty occurs." although this admonition is directed at individual campuses, the rationale applied by the report to arrive at this recommendation applies equally well to scholarly societies, while the structural and economic realities of theological studies make the participation of such societies a sine qua non.
if scholarly societies have a vital role to play in supporting authors' copyright management, the library consortia have an equally important role in terms of infrastructure. For many institutions, the networked storage space required for a repository, as well as the staff to design ingestion and public interfaces, is simply prohibitively expensive, even if an open source product like Dspace or Fedora 9 is used as the backbone of a system. but there is a good deal of precedent for library consortia to use their collective strength to leverage such services for their numerous small members. The ohiolinK consortium has undertaken two shared repository projects, 60 even though its larger members could create repositories themselves, in part to benefit the many smaller schools for which such a joint effort is the only option. similarly, within the community of theological libraries, an analogous project was undertaken some years ago; the serials exchange database created by the staff and membership of the aTla 61 is an example of using collective expertise and communally owned resources to leverage a project that would not be possible without cooperation. if the aTla could provide server space and technical direction again, this time for a shared repository, especially one using a free and relatively easy-to-use product like Dspace, and could help coordinate the efforts of technical staff and librarians throughout the association, the goal of an open access repository for theological scholarship could be realized.
cOnclusiOn
The primary purpose of this article has been to outline the steps that would be required to build a shared digital repository of scholarly content in theological studies. it must conclude where it began, by pointing out that there are unique features of theological scholarship that both make open access more difficult and more urgent. in the end, the recognition that theological studies has an audience well beyond the dwindling readership of specialized This February 2009 report is available at http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/disseminating-research-feb09.pdf. see p. for the primary recommendation. http://www.dspace.org/. 9 http://fedoraproject.org/. 60 both the Digital Media center and the electronic Theses and Dissertations center are accessable through the ohiolinK web site at http://www.ohiolink.edu/. 61 The ase database is accessed at http://www.atla.com/member/collaborative_projects/serials_exchange.html. journals, and a missionary call to serve that world-wide audience, is the strongest argument for making the necessary effort. it will require active leadership and practical involvement from the professional scholarly guilds and the already thriving cooperative association of theological librarians to carry out this mission. Fortunately, those organizations already have at their disposal both the organizational resources and the spiritual commitments 62 to make such a project work.
